PRESS RELEASE
STS Voted Aviation Week's A&D Companies to Watch
Milpitas, California - Nov. 14th 2013 - Silicon Turnkey Solutions (STS) is honored to be
selected as Five of the 20 A&D Companies to Watch. The announcement was made
on 14th November, 2013 at the Aviation Week’s Aerospace & Defense Conference in
Phoenix, AZ.
The 2013 A&D companies to watch program, was developed to serve the strategic
sourcing needs of Aerospace and Defense supply chain and engineering/technology
executives, providing a listing of 20 select companies with annual revenues of less than $100 million.
Five of the 20 companies were identified as Best-in-Class, based on the need for their products or
services, their fitness as a supplier, and demonstrated ability to develop and bring to market products
and services needed by the industry.
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Silicon Turnkey Solutions (STS) and its divisions, Silicon360 and Hi Rel Micro,
operates on the cutting edge of providing ultra high-speed futuristic devices. We
are currently highly involved in developing IC benchmarking and reliability work,
with special emphasis on IP validation.
PERFORMANCE

STS has been involved in every major Space Program at Northrop Grumman and
Lockheed Martin. Recently, STS developed a Re-manufacturing and Form Factor
design solution for Northrop Grumman’s legacy SRAM flight module, including
qualifying the Die in concert with the Nike team; manufacturing, qualifying, and
assembling the device so that NG could continue to use its SRAM module.
TRACK RECORD FOR BRINGING NEW PRODUCTS/SERVICES TO MARKET

Silicon Turnkey Solutions deploys specialty Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASICS) in custom form factors for modular, high-density solutions meeting
defense & security requirements. STS is a Trusted Test and Assembly Supplier,
providing domestic-content solutions for Military and Aerospace applications. Our
core team has been committed to the engineering & service lab concept for over
30 years, successfully providing ASICs, Memory and other Semiconductor devices
for specialty, boutique, and niche solutions.
FINANCIAL STABILITY

STS and Silicon 360 serve several diverse industry clusters, beyond A&D; founded
1997 and categorized under semi-conductor devices -- estimated at ~$75mm.

